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Rupert Hartzhauser completes the top management of CMS Vienna 
as COO 

The expansion of CMS Vienna’s corporate management is due to the firm’s financial 
growth in Austria and CEE. Rupert Hartzhauser is the ideal candidate for the newly 
created position of Chief Operating Officer (COO) at CMS Reich-Rohrwig Hainz: he has 
more than seven years’ experience with CMS—first as Head of Business Development 
in Vienna and then as International Director of Business Development in Frankfurt. He 
returned to the Vienna headquarters on 1 September 2019. 

With immediate effect, Rupert Hartzhauser will take over numerous management tasks that 
have become necessary due not least to the thriving business situation at CMS in Vienna 
and its ten subsidiaries in Southeastern and Eastern Europe. He is responsible for the 
finance department, coordinating the support departments and assisting the firm in strategic 
questions. In this function, Rupert Hartzhauser will participate in the Management Committee 
meetings chaired by Managing Partner Johannes Juranek, an advisory body comprising four 
of the firm’s partners. “Thanks to his background, Rupert Hartzhauser knows CMS Vienna 
just as well as the international CMS network and can therefore contribute a great deal to 
unifying our national strategies with the global CMS strategy,” says Johannes Juranek. 

By appointing a COO for the first time, CMS Vienna is reacting to the growth of the specialist 
departments and adapting corporate structures so that partners and lawyers can best focus 
on their areas of expertise. “As Chief Operating Officer, one of my main tasks is to act as a 
connecting element and to ensure optimal coordination of all areas of the firm,” says Rupert 
Hartzhauser. “In addition, of course, I will bring the experience I have gained internationally 
over the past three years to the table, and I will make the results of numerous CMS best 
practices from other countries available to our firm.” 

Rupert Hartzhauser is not only distinguished by his many years of work for CMS and his 
most recent international management function. He and CMS also benefit from the skills he 
has already developed in renowned law firms and other related industries to establish new 
business areas, implement new processes and assume overall responsibility in areas such 
as knowledge management and compliance.  

 

A picture of Rupert Hartzhauser for use free of charge is available here.  

http://cms.law/
http://download.cms-rrh.com/presse/index.html#hartzhauser
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About CMS Reich-Rohrwig Hainz 

CMS Reich-Rohrwig Hainz is one of the leading law firms in Austria and Southeast Europe.  Because we are 
specialists, our lawyers and tax advisors are able to provide you with advice of the highest calibre and 
sophistication, both from a legal perspective as well as through our industry specific know-how. Highly-specialised 
teams consisting of internationally experienced lawyers primarily provide services in the following fields of law: 
M&A, banking and finance, real estate, construction law, taxes, labour law, IP and IT law, and public procurement.   
 
We not only create sound legal solutions for you but also work to create pragmatic solutions, especially with 
regards to your commercial goals. Our solutions correspond as much as possible to your company’s business 
needs. We operate offices in Vienna, Belgrade, Bratislava, Brussels, Istanbul, Kiev, Ljubljana, Podgorica, 
Sarajevo, Skopje, Sofia and Zagreb. All CMS offices together offer clients a team of more than 600 experienced 
specialists in 17 offices across the CEE/SEE region. cms.law  
 

 

About CMS 

Founded in 1999, CMS is a full-service top 10 international law firm, based on the number of lawyers (Am Law 
2016 Global 100). With 71 offices in 40 countries across the world, employing over 4,500 lawyers, CMS has 
longstanding expertise both at advising in its local jurisdictions and across borders. CMS acts for a large number 
of Fortune 500 companies and the FT European 500 and for the majority of the DAX 30. Revenues totalled EUR 
1.3bn in 2017. 

CMS provides a wide range of expertise across 19 expert practice and sector areas, including Corporate/M&A, 
Energy, Funds, Lifesciences, TMC, Tax, Banking and Finance, Commercial, Competition & EU, Dispute 
Resolution, Employment & Pensions, Intellectual Property and Real Estate & Construction. 

For more information, please visit cms.law 

CMS offices and associated offices: Aberdeen, Algiers, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Barcelona, Beijing, Belgrade, 
Berlin, Bogotá, Bratislava, Bristol, Brussels, Bucharest, Budapest, Casablanca, Cologne, Dubai, Duesseldorf, 
Edinburgh, Frankfurt, Geneva, Glasgow, Hamburg, Hong Kong, Istanbul, Kyiv, Leipzig, Lima, Lisbon, Ljubljana, 
London, Luxembourg, Lyon, Madrid, Mexico City, Milan, Monaco, Moscow, Munich, Muscat, Paris, Podgorica, 
Prague, Rio de Janeiro, Rome, Santiago de Chile, Sarajevo, Seville, Shanghai, Skopje,  Sofia, Strasbourg, 
Stuttgart, Tirana, Tehran, Utrecht, Vienna, Warsaw, Zagreb and Zurich. 
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